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Abstract 52 

 Volitional exploration and learning are key to adaptive behavior, yet their 53 

characterization remains a complex problem for cognitive science. Exploration has been posited 54 

as a mechanism by which motivation promotes memory, but this relationship is not well-55 

understood, in part because novel stimuli that motivate exploration also reliably elicit changes in 56 

neuromodulatory brain systems that directly alter memory formation, via effects on neural 57 

plasticity. To deconfound interrelationships between motivation, exploration, and memory 58 

formation we manipulated motivational state prior to entering a spatial context, measured 59 

exploratory responses to the context and novel stimuli within it, and then examined motivation 60 

and exploration as predictors of memory outcomes. To elicit spontaneous exploration, we used 61 

the physical space of an art exhibit with affectively rich content; we expected motivated 62 

exploration and memory to reflect multiple factors, including not only motivational valence, but 63 

also individual differences. Motivation was manipulated via an introductory statement framing 64 

exhibit themes in terms of Promotion- or Prevention-oriented goals. Participants explored the 65 

exhibit while being tracked by video. They returned 24 hours later for recall and spatial memory 66 

tests, followed by measures of motivation, personality, and relevant attitude variables. 67 

Promotion and Prevention condition participants did not differ in terms of group-level exploration 68 

time or memory metrics, suggesting similar motivation to explore under both framing contexts. 69 

However, exploratory behavior and memory outcomes were significantly more closely related 70 

under Promotion than Prevention, indicating that Prevention framing disrupted expected depth-71 

of-encoding effects. Additionally, while trait measures predicted exploration similarly across 72 

framing conditions, traits interacted with motivational framing context and facial affect to predict 73 

memory outcomes. This novel characterization of motivated learning implies that dissociable 74 

behavioral and biological mechanisms, here varying as a function of valence, contribute to 75 

memory outcomes in complex, real-life environments.  76 
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Introduction 77 
 78 

Exploration can appear aimless, but it is not purposeless. In a world of limited resources, 79 

learning about the environment via open-ended exploration is crucial to an organism’s survival. 80 

Exploration enables discovery of new potential rewards and likely threats, and is centrally 81 

implicated in learning and memory. Yet despite its clear evolutionary necessity, open-ended 82 

exploration of a spatial environment is one aspect of motivated behavior that has received 83 

relatively little investigative attention. Moreover, the intuitive relationship between exploration 84 

and learning obscures a complicated causality; resolving this causality promises insights into 85 

both biological and behavioral bases of memory formation. 86 

There can be little doubt that motivated exploration predicts enhanced memory. 87 

Experimental evidence has shown enhanced learning during volitional exploration (1–4), along 88 

with increased activation in the hippocampus and other medial temporal lobe substrates of 89 

memory encoding (5,6). New research characterizing the neural architecture of human spatial 90 

memory and navigation has used virtual-reality mazes and city environments (7–11), 91 

characterized memory and its neural architecture in expert real-life navigators, (12,13), and, in a 92 

limited number of cases, contrasted navigation in real and virtual environments (14–16). These 93 

studies are part of a rich literature in both animal and human models linking spatial memory and 94 

navigation to hippocampal function and episodic memory processes (7,17–21). In all these 95 

instances, the motivated exploration of novel stimuli and environments is strongly associated 96 

with both hippocampal engagement and memory strength. 97 

Despite these observations, the causality of relationships between exploration and 98 

memory remains ambiguous, because novel stimuli that motivate exploration also reliably elicit 99 

changes in neuromodulatory brain systems and directly alter memory formation, via effects on 100 

neural plasticity. For example, novelty that elicits exploration in experimental settings also elicits 101 

dopamine release. In addition to longstanding research implicating midbrain dopamine (DA) in a 102 
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broad range of motivated and adaptive behaviors, including vigor (22,23), reward seeking, 103 

anticipation (24–27), and exploration in response to novelty (28–30), more recent work connects 104 

dopamine to enhanced memory formation. These memory enhancements are evident in 105 

response to both reward motivation (31–33) and novelty (34,35). Duzel and colleagues (36) 106 

sought to synthesize these findings in a theoretical framework, NOMAD (Novelty-related 107 

Motivation of Anticipation and exploration by Dopamine), which posits that dopamine improves 108 

memory not only by enhancing plasticity and memory consolidation, but also by promoting 109 

increased activity and exploration in response to novel events. 110 

Interestingly, however, novelty is not an unambiguous stimulus, and exploration of 111 

novelty can be modulated by affect and motivational states. Exploration of novel environments 112 

resembles behavioral responses to reward: both elicit approach, behavioral activation, and 113 

mesolimbic dopaminergic system activity (27,37). Moreover, it has been proposed that, from an 114 

evolutionary perspective, novelty may hold inherent reward value (28,29). However, novelty is 115 

not universally attractive or appetitive: for most organisms, exploratory responses to novelty 116 

only occur under conditions of expected reward and safety. Threat (for example, of electric 117 

shock) is robustly linked with reduced exploration (38,39), defensive freezing, and fleeing 118 

behaviors (40). Thus, under threat, novelty may actually be aversive because of the uncertain 119 

potential for negative outcomes – i.e., “fear of the unknown” (41). 120 

The multivalent nature of novelty creates an opportunity to deconfound effects of 121 

motivation and exploration on memory formation. To disambiguate these interrelationships, we 122 

manipulated motivational state prior to entering a spatial context, measured exploratory 123 

responses to that context and novel stimuli within it, and then examined motivation and 124 

exploration as predictors of memory outcomes. We conducted the study in a physical space – 125 

an art exhibit examining human relationships to the natural environment (entitled Re-Imagining 126 

the Environment, Fig 1). The gallery was equipped as an experimental space to elicit and 127 

quantify motivated exploration of space and multi-valenced art items. This setting permitted us 128 
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replicate and extend our prior findings from a virtual spatial environment (11). In addition, we 129 

used spatial and item memory measures sensitive to hippocampal and medial temporal lobe 130 

components of memory function. These measures allowed us to investigate for previously 131 

reported effects: namely, that affect (42,43) and motivational incentive valence (11,44) have 132 

specific, dissociable effects on memory performance and on the medial temporal lobe memory 133 

system (45).  134 

 135 

Fig 1. The art exhibit, Re-Imagining the Environment. (a) 136 

Schematic of exhibit space (13.1m x 6.25m; ~82 square metres). A partial 137 

wall occluded the space at entry and displayed a monitor with the Promotion 138 

or Prevention-themed exhibit statement. (b) Examples of artwork in the 139 

exhibit, which explored the relationship between humans and the natural 140 

world. Eight pieces of art, of different media, were displayed. (c) Promotion 141 

and Prevention versions of the exhibit statement, where human response to 142 

environmental change was framed as pursuit of desired outcomes 143 

(Promotion), versus prevention of undesired outcomes (Prevention), to elicit 144 

distinct motivational states, as indexed by facial expressions of affect. 145 

 146 

Several additional aspects of our experimental design are of note. First, to avoid directly 147 

incentivizing exploration, we manipulated motivation by cueing goals for Promotion (i.e., 148 

advancement towards a rewarding outcome) or Prevention (avoidance of a punishing outcome) 149 

regulatory focus (46). These cues appeared in written curatorial statements introducing the 150 

exhibit’s themes of environmental sustainability at the entrance of the exhibit. (Fig 1). Second, in 151 

this naturalistic setting with affectively rich stimuli, we expected cognition and behavior to show 152 

varied sources of influence, including individual differences reflecting dopaminergic genotype 153 

(47–50), trait regulatory focus of motivation (51,52), and attitudes about the themes of the 154 
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exhibit (here, environmentalism; (53–55)). Moreover, our own prior work has demonstrated that 155 

moment-to-moment variability in mesolimbic DA circuit activity (31) and physiological arousal 156 

(11) predict motivated memory performance; thus, we used video analysis to classify facial 157 

expressions of affect while participants read the Promotion or Prevention cueing statements 158 

(56), allowing for temporally precise quantification of the impact of our motivational 159 

manipulation. 160 

In sum, the current investigation aimed to disambiguate the relationships between 161 

motivational valence, exploratory behavior and memory, while accounting for momentary affect 162 

and potential interactions with individual differences in personality and attitudes.  In accordance 163 

with accounts of dopamine-driven behavioral activation and exploration behaviors (27,36), we 164 

predicted that participants in the Promotion condition would explore the art exhibit more than 165 

those in the Prevention condition. Given evidence that reward motivation may specifically 166 

improve relational or context memory (11,44), while threat motivation and negative affect do not 167 

(11,42,43,57), we further predicted enhanced spatial memory in Promotion but no significant 168 

differences in item memory, as a function of framing condition. Finally, and, to our knowledge, 169 

uniquely in the extant literature, we sought to determine whether the influences of motivational 170 

valence on memory formation were attributable to, or independent of, changes in exploratory 171 

behavior.  172 

 173 

Methods 174 

 This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at Duke University Medical 175 

Center (Protocol ID: Pro00053116). 176 

 177 

Participants  178 
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 Ninety-eight participants were enrolled (51 female; mean age 32.9 +/- 1.5 years; range 179 

18-71 years). Participants were recruited from the Duke University and Durham community 180 

using posted advertisements. Informed consent was obtained from all participants in 181 

accordance with human subjects guidelines established by the Institutional Review Board at 182 

Duke University Medical Center. Participants received institutionally standard compensation at 183 

the rate of approximately $10/hour, with no additional incentive for performance. Fifty-two 184 

participants took part in the Promotion condition and forty-six participants took part in the 185 

Prevention condition. Due to technical issues, certain portions of data were missing or unusable 186 

(usable N obtained for each data measure is noted in Table S1 in the Supporting Information). 187 

In particular, 16 participants did not have usable exploration video data, and a separate 15 188 

participants did not have facial expression video data.  189 

 190 

Experiment Procedure  191 

 The experiment exhibit is shown in Fig 1 and the experimental timeline is shown in Fig 2. 192 

The experiment took place on the campus of Duke University in two sessions occurring 24 193 

hours apart. On Day 1, participants arrived at the laboratory and provided informed consent. 194 

Consent procedures indicated that compensation would occur after completion of the study on 195 

Day 2 at the rate of approximately $10/hour, with a full hour estimated for the gallery visit. No 196 

incentives were offered for better performance on Day 2. Following consent, participants were 197 

taken to the art exhibit in the experiment gallery (see Art Exhibit: Re-Imagining the Environment, 198 

below). All participants entered the gallery space alone, explored, and exited it at will. Prior to 199 

exhibit entry, participants were instructed to read in full the exhibit statement, presented on a flat 200 

screen monitor at entry (see Motivational Framing Manipulation, below) and to freely explore the 201 

exhibit, as prompted by the following experimenter script:  202 
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Through these glass doors is the art exhibit, “Re-Imagining the Environment”. Please read in full 203 
the opening statement, presented on a flat screen at the front of the exhibit, before continuing 204 
further into the exhibit. The opening statement is important to your experience.  205 
 206 
Feel free to visit the art objects in the exhibit, as many as you like, in any order you choose, for 207 
as long as you wish. It is not necessary to check back in with me when you leave the exhibit, 208 
and I may not be here when you return.  209 
 210 
 211 

Fig 2. Experimental timeline and measures of interest collected. 212 

On Day 1, participants read either a Promotion or Prevention-oriented 213 

statement at entry and then freely explored the exhibit space, ending their 214 

visit at will. A wall-mounted GoPro camera recorded participants as they read 215 

the statement and an automated facial expression classifier was applied to 216 

the data to calculate participants’ angry, happy, sad, surprised, or neutral 217 

expressions as affective responses to the manipulation. A ceiling-mounted 218 

Lorex video system recorded participant activity through the exhibit: these 219 

data were used to calculate exploration time. Twenty-four hours later, 220 

participants provided open-ended free recall of their visit; this was audio-221 

recorded. Participants next completed a spatial memory test of the exhibit, 222 

followed by individual difference measures.  223 

 224 

Participants’ facial expressions were recorded as they read the exhibit statement at entry 225 

using a high-definition personal camera (GoPro Inc., San Mateo, CA) mounted above the 226 

statement display. Participant movement throughout the exhibit was recorded using a ceiling 227 

mounted security camera system (Lorex Technology, FLIR Systems, Wilsonville, OR). Upon the 228 

end of the self-paced visit, participants exited the exhibit without further interaction with the 229 

experimenter. Because our experimental design prioritized exhibit visit duration as a behavioral 230 

measure of interest, we elected not to conduct an immediate memory test following the exhibit 231 
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visit, with the goal of minimizing perceived experimenter demand characteristics and enabling 232 

as naturalistic an exploration experience as possible.    233 

 Twenty-four hours following their exhibit visit, participants returned to the laboratory. 234 

Participants completed a verbal, digitally-recorded, free recall test of the exhibit in response to 235 

the following prompt, which was deliberately worded to encourage both recall of specific items 236 

as well as open-ended recall of contextual memory details:  237 

The first thing we are interested in is your free recall of the exhibit. Please feel free to provide as 238 
much or as little detail about the exhibit and the objects as you wish. Please provide us with any 239 
of your impressions, details and emotions associated with the art. You have as much time as 240 
you want to complete this section. Please let me know when you are finished.  241 
 242 
 Following the free recall test, participants completed a self-paced, computerized spatial 243 

memory test of exhibit layout. Participants were presented with an onscreen rectangle 244 

representing the gallery space and icons symbolizing each of the individual art pieces. Using a 245 

computer mouse, participants were required to drag and drop each item to its appropriate 246 

spatial location in the gallery space and rate their memory confidence for each item on a 5-item 247 

Likert scale (1 = guessing; 5 = extremely confident). Finally, participants completed individual 248 

difference measures: the Behavioral Inhibition System/Behavioral Activation System (BIS/BAS) 249 

Scales (58), the 60-item NEO-Five Factor Inventory (NEO-FFI-60) (59), and the 24-item 250 

Environmental Attitudes Scale (EAI-24) (60). BIS and BAS (an averaged composite of the BAS-251 

Drive, BAS-Fun Seeking, and BAS-Reward Responsivity subscales), NEO-Neuroticism, NEO-252 

Openness to Experience, and the EAI-Preservation subscale (used here as a general measure 253 

of environmental concern) were chosen as individual differences predictors of interest. These 254 

measures were chosen based on a priori associations with motivated behavior, exploration, and 255 

environmental engagement. However, because of the novelty of our paradigm, close 256 

experimental precedent was not available in prior literature; these predictors should thus be 257 

considered theoretically-motivated but exploratory.  258 

 259 
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Art Exhibit: Re-Imagining the Environment 260 

 The art exhibit (curated by N.E. Heller), entitled Re-Imagining the Environment, was 261 

located within a gallery space in Duke University’s Nicholas School of the Environment (Fig 1). 262 

The exhibit featured art in various media (painting, sculpture, video, printmaking, etc.) from nine 263 

contemporary American artists and, as an ensemble, was intended to explore the relationship 264 

between humans and the natural environment. Art was chosen specifically to vary in affective 265 

valence (i.e., exploring themes of environmental hope, despair, innovation, disgust, etc.). The 266 

gallery space was approximately 13.1m x 6.25m (82 square metres) and contained eight art 267 

objects.  268 

 269 

Motivational Framing Manipulation 270 

 Motivational context of the exhibit (Promotion vs. Prevention) was manipulated using a 271 

statement displayed on a freestanding wall at entry (occluding the rest of the exhibit) (Fig 1). 272 

The statement discussed the relationship between humans and the environment, as well as 273 

man-made environmental change, in terms of potential gain versus loss. Promotion and 274 

prevention versions of the statement were developed such that content was as closely matched 275 

as possible between them (Fig 1c).  276 

Promotion version:  277 

 Inside this room is a collection of art that visualizes the environment as it engages us 278 
every day – the vital, the hopeful, the ephemeral, the joyful. These works invite us to see 279 
ourselves amidst the complex layers of our earth system – air, water, soil, organism – and to 280 
recognize that our ingenuity has transformed our planet profoundly. With this awareness, we 281 
see that we can guide this transformation toward a future of our own imagining. 282 
 283 
Prevention version:  284 
 285 
 Inside this room is a collection of art that visualizes the environment as it confronts us 286 
every day – the dying, the changing, the terrifying, the fragile. These works invite us to see 287 
ourselves amidst the complex layers of our earth system – air, water, soil, organism – and to 288 
grapple with the fact that our growth has transformed our planet dangerously. With this 289 
awareness, we see that we must respond to this transformation before it is too late.  290 
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 291 

Data Analysis 292 

Calculation of Exploration and Memory Measures  293 

Manual inspection of the Lorex video data was used to calculate total exhibit exploration 294 

time, as well as engagement times for individual art items, for each participant. Exploration time 295 

was calculated on the order of seconds. Total exploration time was calculated as the duration of 296 

time spent in the exhibit space from entry to exit, while item engagement time was calculated as 297 

the total duration of time spent engaging (visually and/or by touch) with the art item. Nine items 298 

were coded for item engagement time (the eight art objects in the exhibit, and the statement at 299 

entry). Additional explored items in the exhibit space (e.g., windows, flooring, emergency exit 300 

pull station) were not included in these calculations. From these measures, we also calculated 301 

an “item/wander time” measure: a proportion score of the total amount of time spent engaging 302 

with specific art items, divided by total time spent in the exhibit space. The higher this measure, 303 

the greater proportion of a participant’s total exhibit exploration time was spent engaging with art 304 

items (as opposed to “wandering” in the exhibit). 305 

Multiple measures of memory performance were extracted from the free recall and 306 

spatial memory test data collected. Audio recordings of verbal free recall were transcribed and 307 

coded for item recall success (number of items recalled; calculated as an integer value of 308 

specific exhibit items mentioned) and item valence by two independent, condition-blind raters. 309 

Again, nine items (eight art objects and the entry statement) were included in these 310 

measurements. Item valence was coded as positive, negative, neutral/not-specified, or 311 

ambivalent. In addition to these measures of item memory, the time length of the free recall 312 

recording was taken as a measure of contextual memory for each participant (given the open-313 

ended nature of our free recall prompt, which encouraged participants to generate contextual, 314 

elaborative memory details). Spatial memory performance was calculated from the spatial 315 
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memory test, which was scored in terms of proportion accuracy (placement of each art item was 316 

scored as correct or incorrect) and memory confidence by item. Spatial memory was measured 317 

for the eight art items only, not the entry statement.  318 

 319 

Analysis of Exploration and Memory Measures  320 

Between-subjects t-tests were used to examine whether total exploration time, 321 

item/wander time, item recall success, free recall time, or spatial memory accuracy significantly 322 

differed as a function of framing group. We also examined whether total exploration time or 323 

item/wander time significantly related to memory outcomes (item recall success, free recall time, 324 

and spatial memory accuracy) and whether these relationships differed with motivational 325 

framing condition using Pearson correlations, conducted separately in Promotion and 326 

Prevention condition groups. Finally, we tested for significant differences in recalled item 327 

valence (i.e., whether the proportions of art items that participants recalled as emotionally 328 

positive, negative, neutral, and ambivalent) significantly differed by groups. Given that the 329 

numbers of items recalled varied by individual, and valence proportions were non-independent, 330 

we used a mixed-effects linear logistical regression for this analysis. This approach also allowed 331 

us to examine item proportions within subjects and, by avoiding data aggregation, account for 332 

individual variability in the numbers of items recalled. The structure of this analysis is shown in 333 

Table 1, Row 1. 334 

 335 

 336 

 337 

 338 

 339 

 340 
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Table 1. Model structure for mixed-effects regressions used to examine 341 

relationships between motivational context, exploration, and memory outcomes.  342 

 Row Dependent Variable Predictor Variables Regression 
Model 

R function 
and package 
used 

Fixed Effects Random 
Effects 

Summary-
Level 
Analyses 

1 Recalled item valence 
(proportions) 

Framing group Subject 
 
Art item 
(nested within 
subject) 

Linear lme function in 
the nlme 
software 
package 

2 Facially expressed 
emotions during reading 
of framing statement 
(multinomial outcome) 

Framing group Subject 
 
Video frame 
(nested within 
subject) 

Logistic glmer function 
in the lme4 
software 
package 

Item-Level 
Analyses 

3 Item engagement time 
(in seconds) 

Framing group Subject 
 
Art item 
(nested within 
subject) 

Linear lme function in 
the nlme 
software 
package 

4 Item recall success 
(binomial outcome) 

Framing group 
 
Item 
engagement 
time 

Subject 
 
Art item 
(nested within 
subject) 

Logistic glmer function 
in the lme4 
software 
package 

5 Free recall time (in 
seconds) 

Framing group 
 
Item 
engagement 
time 

Subject 
 
Art item 
(nested within 
subject) 

Linear lme function in 
the nlme 
software 
package 

6 Recalled item valence 
(multinomial outcome) 

Framing group 
 
Item 
engagement 
time 

Subject 
 
Art item 
(nested within 
subject) 

Logistic glmer function 
in the lme4 
software 
package 

7 Spatial memory 
accuracy (binomial 
outcome) 

Framing group 
 
Item 
engagement 
time 

Subject 
 
Art item 
(nested within 
subject) 

Logistic glmer function 
in the lme4 
software 
package 

 343 
At the summary level, this approach was used to examine whether Promotion vs. Prevention 344 
groups significantly differed in the emotional valences of recalled art items. At the item level, this 345 
approach was used to examine whether item engagement time differed as a function of group, 346 
as well as examining whether memory outcomes differed as a function of group, item 347 
engagement time, or the interaction between the two factors. All analyses were conducted in R 348 
software version 3.4.1 (www.r-project.org); function and software package is specified for each.  349 
 350 

In addition to examining summary-level performance, we conducted analyses examining 351 

performance on the level of individual art items, with the goal of characterizing relationships 352 

between motivational context, exploration, and memory in our data on a more fine-grained level. 353 

Given that the numbers of art items explored and recalled varied on a subject-to-subject basis, 354 

we again used mixed-effects regression models for these analyses. We first examined the effect 355 

http://www.r-project.org)/
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of motivational context on item engagement time, and then constructed four separate models to 356 

examine the effects of motivational context and item engagement time on item-level memory 357 

performance, with item recall success, free recall time, recalled item valence, and spatial 358 

memory accuracy as the dependent variables. The structure of these analyses is shown in 359 

Table 1, Rows 3-7.  360 

Finally, exploration and memory measures were examined as a function of individual 361 

differences in affective response to the framing manipulation (as measured via facial 362 

expressions while reading the motivational framing statement at entry) and as a function of 363 

individual differences in personality and attitude measures. Analyses investigating these 364 

relationships are outlined below in Categorization and Analysis of Facial Expressions and 365 

Examining Individual Differences in Personality and Attitude as Predictors of Exploration and 366 

Memory. 367 

 368 

Categorization and Analysis of Facial Expressions 369 

 GoPro video data of participants’ spontaneous emotional facial expressions while 370 

reading the motivational Promotion or Prevention-oriented exhibit statement were analyzed 371 

using an automated facial expression analysis algorithm proposed in (56). These methods are 372 

described further in the Supporting Information (in S1 Text: Supplementary Methods: Facial 373 

Expression Analysis). The algorithm analyzed video of the face (collected at 30 frames/second 374 

at 1080p resolution and analyzed every 5 frames or 166.67ms) and classified the facial 375 

expression for each video frame as one of the following emotions: angry, happy, sad, surprised 376 

or neutral (or unclassifiable due to obscured view). From the classifiable data, we then 377 

examined whether proportions of video frames with a given expressed emotion differed by 378 

motivational framing condition (Promotion vs. Prevention) using a mixed-effects logistic 379 

regression (model structure summarized in Table 1, Row 2). Due to the very small amount of 380 
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data classified as sad (<0.01%), this expression was eliminated from analysis, leaving angry, 381 

happy, surprised and neutral expressions to be compared across framing conditions.  382 

Facial expressions were also examined as a predictor of subsequent memory 383 

performance. Prior work from our laboratory has demonstrated that individual variability in 384 

arousal interacted with motivational context to predict spatial memory, with arousal inversely 385 

predicting memory performance under reward but not penalty incentive (11). We investigated 386 

whether similar relationships were present in the current dataset by correlating expressed 387 

surprise (a putative measure of arousal) with measures of subsequent exploration and memory, 388 

separately for Promotion and Prevention conditions.  389 

 390 

Examining Individual Differences in Personality and Attitude as 391 

Predictors of Exploration and Memory 392 

 To investigate relationships between trait individual differences, motivational context, 393 

exploration, and memory performance in the present paradigm, hierarchical multiple regression 394 

analyses were conducted with summary-level measures of exploration time, item/wander time, 395 

item recall success, free recall time, and spatial memory accuracy as dependent variables 396 

(DVs). Framing condition (Promotion/Prevention) and individual difference measures of interest 397 

(BIS, BAS, NEO-Openness to Experience, NEO-Neuroticism, and EAI-Preservation) were 398 

defined as predictors for these analyses. 399 

These models were constructed with predictor variables entered in two steps. In the first 400 

step of the regression mode for each DV, our individual difference measures of interest (BIS, 401 

BAS, NEO-Neuroticism, NEO-Openness, and EAI-Preservation) and framing condition were 402 

entered as predictors. To test whether individual differences interacted with framing condition to 403 

predict behavior, interaction terms with framing (collectively referred to as “Indiv x Framing” 404 

terms) were entered for each predictor in a second step. These interaction terms were entered 405 
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in a second step to test for their predictive ability above and beyond the main effects of 406 

individual differences and framing condition. For the memory analyses, exploration time was 407 

also added as a second-step predictor (again, to control for Step 1 effects).  408 

 409 

Results 410 

 Results are organized to address the three levels of relationships among motivational 411 

state, exploration, and memory: 1) group-level analyses of affect, exploration and memory for 412 

the entire exhibit, 2) analyses on the individual item level; 3) analyses of how the motivational 413 

framing manipulations interacted with individual beliefs and temperament, including facial 414 

expressions of affect during motivational statement reading, to predict exploration and memory.  415 

 416 

Framing Manipulation Effects on Affect, Motivated Exhibit 417 

Exploration, and Memory  418 

 419 

Did Affective Facial Responses While Reading Framing Statement 420 

Differ with Motivation Condition?  421 

On average, participants in each condition viewed the cue statement for ~30 seconds 422 

(Promotion M(43) = 30.97 seconds, SD = 13.41; Prevention M(39) = 30.77 seconds, SD = 423 

13.94); viewing time did not significantly differ between conditions [t(81) = -.081, p = .986, 424 

Cohen’s d = .015]. Video data of participants’ facial expressions (N=83) during statement 425 

reading was automatically classified as angry, sad, surprised, neutral, happy, or unclassifiable 426 

(see Methods: Data Analysis: Categorization and Analysis of Facial Expressions); 20.2% of the 427 

data was unclassifiable due to obscured view. Of the classifiable data, across 428 
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Promotion/Prevention conditions, faces were classified most as neutral (61.1%), then surprised 429 

(23.8%) and angry (14.2%), with very few frames classified as happy (0.9%) or sad (<0.01%) 430 

(shown in Fig 3 separately for each framing condition). Mixed-effects logistic regression 431 

(described in Methods) revealed that the effect of framing condition was significant for the 432 

contrast of surprise vs. neutral expressions [β = -1.3872, SE = 0.5561, z = -2.495, p = .0126], 433 

with greater neutral in Promotion vs. Prevention, and greater surprise in Prevention vs. 434 

Promotion. No other contrasts reached significance.  435 

 436 

Fig 3. Facial expressions while reading motivational statement as 437 

a function of Promotion vs. Prevention framing. Participants expressed 438 

significantly more surprise (and correspondingly, less neutral expression) in 439 

Prevention vs. Promotion. These findings confirm that participants had 440 

differing affective responses to the Promotion and Prevention-oriented 441 

versions of the exhibit: specifically, participants expressed more surprise in 442 

response to the statement in the Prevention condition.  443 

 444 

Did Exploration and Memory of the Exhibit Differ in Promotion vs. 445 

Prevention Condition?  446 

 As measures of exploration, we calculated total exhibit visit time from video data. We 447 

also calculated “item/wander time” the proportion of total exploration time that was spent 448 

engaging with art items (vs. “wandering”). As measures of memory, we calculated item recall 449 

success (number of items recalled), valence of items recalled (emotionally positive, negative, 450 

neutral, or ambivalent), free recall time, and spatial memory accuracy.  451 

 Contrary to the hypothesis that both exploration and spatial memory would be enhanced 452 

in the Promotion condition relative to Prevention, no measure of exploration or memory 453 
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significantly differed as a main effect of framing condition. Summary measures of valence of 454 

remembered items (proportion of items recalled as emotionally positive, negative, neutral, or 455 

ambivalent) also did not significantly differ as a function of framing condition. Statistics are 456 

presented in Table 2; full analyses are provided in the Supporting Information (S2 Text: 457 

Supplementary Results. Exploration and Memory Measures as a Main Effect of Group). Thus, 458 

overall motivation to remain in the gallery and overall memory appeared to be equivalent 459 

between groups. 460 

 461 

Table 2. Exploration time, number of items recalled, item valence in free recall, 462 

free recall time, and spatial memory performance, separated by framing condition. 463 

 Promotion (N=52) Prevention (N=46) Group Difference Test 
 usable n mean (SD) usable n mean (SD) t-statistic p-value Cohen’s 

d 
Exploration time (seconds) 49 1185.6 

(796.9) 
46 1204.5 (824.2) -0.114 0.909 -0.23 

Item/wander time 
(proportion of total 
exploration time spent in 
item engagement) 

43 0.835 
(0.87) 

39 0.824 (0.139) 0.474 0.637 0.104 

Number of items recalled 
 

50 6.38 (2.49) 41 5.95 (3.04) 0.740 0.461 0.156 

Item valence 
in free recall 
(percentages) 

Positive 50 56.2 (27.5) 38 48.7 (29.9) 1.218 0.226 0.261 

Negative 50 11.0 (16.7) 38 13.2 (14.5) -0.643 0.522 -0.140 
Neutral 50 30.5 (29.4) 38 35.5 (34.9) -0.726 0.470 -0.154 
Ambivalent 50 2.6 (7.5) 38 4.5 (11.3) -0.908 0.367 -0.190 

Time in free recall 
(seconds) 
 

50 261.62 
(231.75) 

41 265.63 
(191.93) 

-0.089 0.930 0.019 

Spatial memory 
performance (proportion 
accuracy) 

50 0.770 
(0.278) 

43 0.799 (0.311) -0.481 0.631 0.100 

Spatial memory confidence 
(5-point Likert scale, from 
1= “guessing” to 5=”very 
confident”) 

50 4.12 
(0.951) 

43 4.20 (1.05) -0.381 0.704 -0.079 

 464 

 465 

Did Total Exploration Time Predict Memory Outcomes? 466 

 A critical question for the current study was whether we would observe relationships 467 

between exploration time and memory that could account for motivational influences on 468 

memory. Separate Pearson correlations for Promotion and Prevention conditions revealed that 469 
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in the Promotion condition, exploration time was significantly associated with all three memory 470 

outcomes [item recall success: r(47) = .371, p = .010; free recall time: r(47) = .535, p < .001; 471 

spatial memory: r(47) = .391, p = .007]; correlations of exploration time with free recall time and 472 

spatial location memory survived Bonferroni correction.  In contrast, in the Prevention condition, 473 

exploration time did not significantly correlate with any memory outcomes [item recall success: 474 

r(41) = .140, p = .383; free recall time: r(41) = .270, p = .088; spatial memory accuracy: r(41) 475 

= .195, p = .209]. Correlation strengths did not significantly differ by condition, however [item 476 

recall success: z = 1.12, p = .263; free recall time: z = 1.45, p = .147; spatial memory: z = 0.97, 477 

p = .332; all comparisons two-tailed]. These relationships are shown in Fig 4.  478 

 479 

Fig 4. Relationships between exploration and memory measures as a 480 

function of motivational framing. Exploration time was positively 481 

associated with (a) item recall success, (b) free recall time, and (c) spatial 482 

memory accuracy; however, these relationships were statistically significant 483 

only in the Promotion condition, and not significant in the Prevention 484 

condition. Line shading indicates standard error.  485 

 486 

Item-Level Analyses of Exploration and Memory 487 

Did Exploration and Memory of Individual Items Differ in Promotion 488 

vs. Prevention Condition?  489 

To investigate exploration-memory relationships on the level of individual art items, 490 

mixed-effects linear regression analyses were used to construct five models. Item engagement 491 

time, item recall success, free recall time, recalled item valence, and spatial memory accuracy 492 

were defined as outcome variables.  493 
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 Item engagement time. With framing group defined as a fixed effect and subject and art 494 

item as random effects, framing group was not a significant predictor of item engagement time 495 

(β = -8.3779, SE = 18.7906, t = -0.4459, p = .6571).  496 

Item recall success. With item engagement time, framing group, and the interaction 497 

between the two defined as fixed effects and subject and art item as random effects in a mixed-498 

effects linear logistical regression, item engagement time significantly predicted item recall 499 

success, with longer engagement times associated with successful recall (β = 0.0125, SE = 500 

0.0031, z = 4.023, p < .001). While framing group as a main effect was not a significant 501 

predictor of recall (β = -0.4012, SE = 0.3537, z = -1.134, p = .257), the interaction of item 502 

engagement time and framing group was significant (β = -0.0095, SE = 0.0033, z = -2.831, p 503 

= .005), with the predictive relationship between item engagement time and successful recall 504 

was significantly stronger in Promotion versus Prevention.  505 

Free recall time. With item engagement time, framing group, and the interaction between 506 

the two defined as fixed effects and subject and art item as random effects, item engagement 507 

time significantly predicted free recall time, with longer item engagement time positively 508 

associated with longer free recall time (β = 0.0630, SE = 0.0070, t = 8.974, p < .001). Framing 509 

group as a main effect was not a significant predictor of free recall time (β = 2.7252, SE = 510 

6.0026, t = 0.454, p = .6513). However, the interaction of item engagement time and framing 511 

group was significant (β = -0.0372, SE = 0.0113, z = -3.294, p = .001), indicating that the 512 

predictive relationship between item engagement time and free recall time was significantly 513 

stronger in Promotion versus Prevention.  514 

Recalled item valence. Analyses of whether an item was recalled as emotionally 515 

positive, negative, neutral, or ambivalent (coded by two independent raters) were conducted as 516 

binomial contrasts between outcome categories (following (61)): with four valence outcomes, six 517 

separate binomial contrasts were computed. The contrast of positive vs. neutral revealed a 518 

significant effect of item engagement time, with longer item engagement times associated with 519 
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recall of items as more positive (β = 0.0120, SE = 0.0035, z = 3.450, p < .001); this effect was 520 

further qualified by a significant interaction between item engagement time and framing group (β 521 

= -0.0105, SE = 0.0036, z = -2.920, p = .004), indicating that the relationship between item 522 

engagement time and subsequent positive item recall was again more robust in the Promotion 523 

vs. Prevention group. The contrast of negative vs. neutral memory recall also revealed a 524 

significant effect of item engagement time, with longer engagement time with recall of items as 525 

neutral rather than negative (β = 0.0057, SE = 0.0029, z = 1.992, p = .0464). A trend-level 526 

interaction between item engagement time and framing group (β = -0.0060, SE = 0.0034, z = -527 

1.770, p = .0768), indicated that this relationship was again more robust in Promotion vs. 528 

Prevention.  No other significant predictors were observed.   529 

Spatial memory accuracy. With item engagement time, framing group, and the 530 

interaction between the two defined as fixed effects and subject and art item as random effects, 531 

none of the fixed effects significantly predicted spatial memory accuracy (item engagement 532 

time: β = 0.0009, SE = 0.0010, t = 0.853, p = .394; framing group: β = 0.9063, SE = 1.4204, t = 533 

0.638, p = .5234; item engagement time × framing group interaction: β = -0.0001, SE = 0.0012, t 534 

= -0.114, p = .909).  535 

 In sum, the results of these item-level analyses are similar to results for summary-level 536 

exhibit exploration and memory measures: item engagement was positively correlated with item 537 

but not spatial memory outcomes, and more strongly correlated in the Promotion than 538 

Prevention condition.  Longer item engagement times were also associated with the tendency to 539 

recall the art items more positively. All of these encoding-memory relationships were 540 

significantly stronger in Promotion than Prevention.  541 

 542 

Effects and Interactions of Individual Differences  543 

 544 
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Did Affective Facial Expressions While Reading Framing Statement 545 

Predict Subsequent Behavior? 546 

 Taking expressed surprise as a putative measure of arousal, we measured the 547 

proportion of video frames during statement reading where participants’ facial expressions of 548 

affect were identified as surprise. We conducted Pearson correlations between surprise and 549 

behavioral measures (total exploration time, item recall success, free recall time, spatial 550 

memory accuracy), separately for Promotion and Prevention. Surprise and item recall success 551 

(shown in Fig 5a) were significantly negatively correlated in Promotion [r(40) = -.340, p = .032] 552 

but not Prevention [r(35) = -.219, p = .206]; however, these correlations did not significantly 553 

differ in strength (z = -0.54, p = .589, two-tailed). Surprise and spatial memory accuracy (shown 554 

in Fig 5b) were significantly negatively correlated in both Promotion [r(41) = -.708, p < .001] and 555 

Prevention [r(40) = -.374, p = .017]; this correlation was significantly stronger in the Promotion 556 

group (z = -.212, p = .034, two-tailed). Finally, the correlation of surprise with spatial memory 557 

accuracy was significantly stronger than with item recall success (z = -.212, p = .022, two-558 

tailed). While these correlations of surprise with behavioral measures should be considered 559 

exploratory, the negative correlation between surprise and spatial memory in the Promotion 560 

condition was robust, surviving Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. In sum, in the 561 

Promotion condition, the greater the surprise (i.e., arousal) elicited by the motivation 562 

manipulation, the poorer subsequent memory was, particularly spatial memory.  563 

 564 

Fig 5. Item recall success and spatial memory accuracy as a function of 565 

expressed surprise and motivational framing. Expressed surprise (a) 566 

negatively predicted subsequent item recall success in Promotion framing 567 

(n.s. in Prevention framing); and (b) negatively predicted subsequent spatial 568 

memory accuracy in both framing conditions. This relationship was 569 
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significantly stronger in Promotion framing. Line shading indicates standard 570 

error. 571 

 572 

Do Trait Individual Differences Predict Exploration and Memory 573 

Behavior? 574 

 Because our paradigm used affectively rich stimuli and a complex environment to elicit 575 

spontaneous exploration, we expected greater behavioral variability and included measures of 576 

individual differences in personality and attitudes to help account for this variability, alone or in 577 

interaction with framing condition. We used hierarchical multiple regression analyses with 578 

predictors entered in two steps – framing condition and individual differences in Step 1, and 579 

Indiv x Framing interaction terms (and, for analyses with memory outcomes, exploration time) in 580 

Step 2 (as described above in Methods). In addition to these regression analyses, we also 581 

carried out Pearson correlations between each trait individual difference measure collected and 582 

our behavioral outcomes (exploration time, item/wander time, number of items recalled, free 583 

recall time, and spatial memory accuracy). These analyses are shown in the Supporting 584 

Information, Table S3.  585 

 Four regression analyses are presented here, with summary measures of exploration 586 

time, item memory (number of items recalled), free recall time, and spatial memory accuracy as 587 

dependent variables (DVs). A schematic of the model structure for each analysis, indicating 588 

significant predictors for each DV, is shown in Fig 6. Significant effects for each analysis are 589 

described below (with full statistics presented in Tables 2-5).  590 

 591 

Fig 6. Hierarchical multiple regression analyses conducted to examine 592 

effects of individual differences predictors on exploration and memory 593 

dependent variables (DVs). Analyses are shown for the following DVs: (a) 594 
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exploration time (only interpreted to Step 1); (b) item recall success (number 595 

of items recalled); (c) free recall time; (d) spatial memory accuracy. Predictors 596 

are indicated as being entered at Step 1 or Step 2, and statistically significant 597 

and trend-level individual predictors are indicated using superscripts (^p 598 

< .10; *p < .05; **p < .01). For predictors that significantly interacted with 599 

framing condition, the direction of the interaction is indicated (i.e., whether the 600 

predictor-DV relationship was stronger in Promotion [Pro] or Prevention 601 

[Prev]). Red or blue text coloring indicates whether the beta coefficients of 602 

significant and trend-level individual predictors were positive (red) or negative 603 

(blue).  604 

 605 

 (We also wish to note that a similar regression analysis examining the effect of trait 606 

individual differences, with item/wander time as the dependent variable, was also conducted. 607 

However, neither overall model fit, nor any individual differences as predictors, were observed 608 

to reach statistical significance. This may reflect the fact that, on average, participants spent 609 

most of their total exploration time in active item engagement and behavioral variability in 610 

item/wander time was relatively low. Full results for this analysis are in S2 Text and S6 Table.)  611 

Exploration time. N=84 (45 Promotion, 39 Prevention) were usable in this analysis 612 

(shown in Fig 6a and Table 3). The model reached significance at Step 1 [F(6,77) = 2.301, p 613 

= .043, R2 = .152]. Neuroticism and BAS were both significant negative predictors of exploration 614 

time [Neuroticism: β = -.325, part r = -.265, p = .014; BAS: β = -.239, part r = -.232, p = .030]; 615 

i.e., individuals higher in Neuroticism or BAS explored the exhibit for shorter amounts of time. 616 

With Step 2, R2 increase from Step 2 was not significant (ΔR2 = .092, ΔF = 1.751, p = .134). 617 

Thus, Step 2 was not interpreted further. This analysis indicates that individual differences 618 

(specifically, BAS and Neuroticism) predicted exploration time, but that inclusion of Indiv x 619 
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Framing interaction terms did not significantly improve the model. Thus, effects of individual 620 

differences on exploration time manifested similarly across both framing conditions. 621 

 622 

Table 3. Hierarchical multiple regression model with exploration time as a DV and 623 

individual differences and framing condition as predictors (Indiv x Framing interaction 624 

terms entered at Step 2).  625 

MODEL 1  
(R2 = .152, F(6,77) = 2.301, p = .043) 
Variable β Coefficient  t value p value 
Promotion/Prevention Framing -.034 -.309 .758 
BAS (Composite)* -.239* -2.208* .030* 
BIS .015 .126 .900 
NEO Neuroticism* -.325* -2.525* .014* 
NEO Openness to Experience  .196 1.632 .107 
EAI Preservation .045 .402 .689 
MODEL 2 
(R2 = .244, F(11,72) = 2.112, p = .030) 
Variable β Coefficient  t value p value 
Promotion/Prevention Framing -.069 -.625 .534 
BAS (Composite) -.165 -1.090 .279 
BIS .221 1.228 .224 
NEO Neuroticism* -.405* -2.013* .048* 
NEO Openness to Experience  .038 .205 .838 
EAI Preservation -.273 -1.393 .168 
BAS (Composite) x Framing -.075 -.514 .609 
BIS x Framing -.188 -1.118 .267 
NEO Neuroticism x Framing .080 .423 .674 
NEO Openness to Experience x Framing .235 1.369 .175 
EAI Preservation x Framing* .378* 2.051* .044* 

^p < .10; *p < .05; **p < .01 626 

Item recall success. N=79 (43 Promotion, 36 Prevention) were usable in this analysis 627 

(shown in Fig 6b and Table 4). The model reached trend-level significance at Step 1 [F(6,72) = 628 

1.994, p = .078, R2 = .142]; the only significant predictor at this step was Openness, which 629 

positively predicted memory (β = .259, part r = -.231, p = .038). With addition of exploration time 630 

and interactions in Step 2, the model reached significance [F(12,66) = 2.022, p = .036, R2 631 

= .269]; the R2 increase from Step 1 to Step 2 was marginally significant (ΔR2 = .136, ΔF = 632 

1.901, p = .094). In this model, a significant Neuroticism x Framing interaction (β = .481, part r 633 

= .268, p = .013) indicated that Neuroticism negatively predicted item recall success in the 634 

Prevention condition (simple main effect: β = -.579, part r = -.303, p = .005) but not in the 635 

Promotion condition (simple main effect: β = -.074, part r = .047, p = .658). Taken together, 636 
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these results suggest that individual differences, in interaction with motivational context, 637 

influence item memory. Notably, total exploration time was not a significant predictor of item 638 

recall success in this analysis.  639 

 640 

Table 4. Hierarchical multiple regression model with item memory (number of 641 

items recalled) as a DV and individual differences, framing condition, and exploration 642 

time as predictors (Indiv x Framing interaction terms and exploration time entered at 643 

Step 2).  644 

MODEL 1  
(R2 = .142, F(6,72) = 1.994, p = .078) 
Variable β Coefficient  t value p value 
Promotion/Prevention Framing .120 1.048 .298 
BAS (Composite) .016 .141 .888 
BIS .095 .792 .431 
NEO Neuroticism^ -.240^ -1.855^ .068^ 
NEO Openness to Experience* .259* 2.114* .038* 
EAI Preservation .155 1.337 .185 
MODEL 2 
(R2 = .269, F(12,66) = 2.022, p = .036) 
Variable β Coefficient  t value p value 
Promotion/Prevention Framing -.126 1.127 .264 
BAS (Composite) .021 .141 .888 
BIS .146 .793 .430 
NEO Neuroticism**  -.579 -2.879 .005 
NEO Openness to Experience  .274 1.428 .158 
EAI Preservation .006 .028 .978 
Exploration Time .175 1.455 .150 
BAS (Composite) x Framing .031 .206 .837 
BIS x Framing -.055 -.309 .758 
NEO Neuroticism x Framing* .481* 2.543* .013* 
NEO Openness to Experience x Framing -.020 -.111 .912 
EAI Preservation x Framing .154 .744 .460 

^p < .10; *p < .05; **p < .01 645 

 646 

Free recall time. N=79 (43 Promotion, 36 Prevention) were usable in this analysis 647 

(shown in Fig 6c and Table 5). The model was significant at Step 1 [F(6,72) = 2.404, p = .036, 648 

R2 = .167]: Openness was a significant positive predictor (β = .245, part r = .218, p = .046), 649 

Neuroticism was a significant negative predictor (β = -.261, part r = .220, p = .045), and EAI-650 

Preservation was a trend-level positive predictor (β = .221, part r = .207, p = .058). With Step 2, 651 

the model remained significant [F(12,66) = 2.753, p = .004, R2 = .334]. Further, the increase in 652 
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R2 from Step 1 was significant (ΔR2 = .212, ΔF = 2.750, p = .019), indicating a significantly 653 

improved model fit with the addition of exploration time and interactions in Step 2. With Step 2, a 654 

significant EAI-Preservation x Framing interaction was present (β = .420, part r = .214, p = .037), 655 

indicating that EAI-Preservation significantly predicted free recall time in the Promotion condition 656 

(simple main effect: β = .333, part r = .255, p = .014), but not the Prevention condition (simple 657 

main effect: β = -.184, part r = -.092, p = .362). A significant Openness x Framing interaction 658 

was also present (β = -.348, part r = -.202, p = .049), indicating that Openness predicted free 659 

recall time in Prevention (simple main effect: β = .496, part r = .272, p = .009) but not Promotion 660 

(simple main effect: β = .018, part r = .012, p = .907). Exploration Time was also a significant 661 

positive predictor of free recall time (β = .316, part r = .276, p = .008).  662 

 663 

Table 5. Hierarchical multiple regression model with free recall time as a DV and 664 

individual differences, framing condition, and exploration time as predictors (Indiv x 665 

Framing interaction terms and exploration time entered at Step 2).  666 

MODEL 1  
(R2 = .167, F(6,72) = 2.404, p = .036) 
Variable β Coefficient  t value p value 
Promotion/Prevention Framing .016 .139 .890 
BAS (Composite) -.127 -1.155 .252 
BIS .094 .792 .431 
NEO Neuroticism* -.261* -2.044* .045* 
NEO Openness to Experience* .245* 2.027* .046* 
EAI Preservation^ .221^ 1.929^ .058^ 
MODEL 2 
(R2 = .334, F(12,66) = 2.753, p = .004) 
Variable β Coefficient  t value p value 
Promotion/Prevention Framing -.012 -.110 .913 
BAS (Composite) -.050 -.350 .727 
BIS .065 .370 .713 
NEO Neuroticism^ -.348^ -1.811^ .075^ 
NEO Openness to Experience**  .496** 2.708** .009** 
EAI Preservation -.184 -.918 .362 
Exploration Time** .316** 2.749** .008** 
BAS (Composite) x Framing -.029 -.202 .841 
BIS x Framing .017 .101 .920 
NEO Neuroticism x Framing .172 .952 .345 
NEO Openness to Experience x Framing* -.348* -2.008* .049* 
EAI Preservation x Framing* .420* 2.130* .037* 

^p < .10; *p < .05; **p < .01 667 
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These results indicate that individual difference measures, including exploration time, 668 

significantly predicted free recall time. Further, EAI-Preservation and Openness interacted with 669 

framing condition: EAI-Preservation was a stronger predictor of recall time in the Promotion 670 

condition, while Openness was a stronger predictor of recall time in the Prevention condition. 671 

 Spatial memory accuracy. N=80 (43 Promotion, 37 Prevention) were usable for this 672 

analysis (shown in Fig 6d and Table 6). Step 1 of the model was significant [F(6,73) = 2.840, p 673 

= .015, R2 = .189]; model fit was driven by BIS (β = .260, part r = .230, p = .032) and EAI-674 

Preservation (β = .261, part r = .239, p = .026), both of which were significant positive predictors 675 

of spatial memory performance. With addition of exploration time and interactions in Step 2, the 676 

model remained significant [F(12,67) = 2.487, p = .009, R2 = .308]; R2 increase from Step 1 to 677 

Step 2 was marginally significant (ΔR2 = .119, ΔF = 1.920, p = .090). At Step 2, a trend-level 678 

BIS x Framing interaction (β = -1.301, part r = -.173, p = .094) suggested that BIS predicted 679 

spatial memory in the Prevention condition (simple main effect: β = .450, part r = .258, p = .013), 680 

but not in the Promotion condition (simple main effect: β = .042, part r = .026, p = .798). 681 

Exploration Time also significantly predicted spatial memory (β = .276, part r = .239, p = .021). 682 

 683 

 684 

 685 

 686 

 687 

 688 

 689 

 690 

 691 
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Table 6. Hierarchical multiple regression model with spatial memory as a DV and 692 

individual differences, framing condition, and exploration time as predictors (Indiv x 693 

Framing interaction terms and exploration time entered at second step).  694 

MODEL 1  
(R2 = .189, F(6,73) = 2.840, p = .015) 
Variable β Coefficient  t value p value 
Promotion/Prevention Framing -.083 -.745 .459 
BAS (Composite) -.093 -.840 .404 
BIS* .260* 2.186* .032* 
NEO Neuroticism -.154 -1.203 .233 
NEO Openness to Experience  .195 1.626 .108 
EAI Preservation* .261* 2.272* .026* 
MODEL 2 
(R2 = .308, F(12,67) = 2.487, p = .009) 
Variable β Coefficient  t value p value 
Promotion/Prevention Framing -.069 -.621 .537 
BAS (Composite) .052 .344 .732 
BIS* .450* 2.538* .013* 
NEO Neuroticism -.181 -.892 .376 
NEO Openness to Experience  .145 .792 .431 
EAI Preservation .193 .954 .344 
Exploration Time* .276* 2.356* .021* 
BAS (Composite) x Framing -.139 -.958 .341 
BIS x Framing^ -.273^ -1.700^ .094^ 
NEO Neuroticism x Framing .118 .638 .526 
NEO Openness to Experience x Framing -.030 -.178 .859 
EAI Preservation x Framing .030 .153 .879 

^p < .10; *p < .05; **p < .01 695 

These results indicate that individual differences (including exploration time) predicted 696 

spatial memory; tentative evidence further suggested that BIS interacted with motivational 697 

framing to predict spatial memory more accurately under Prevention than Promotion context.  698 

To summarize, individual differences analyses indicate that for free recall time and 699 

spatial memory accuracy, individual differences (including variation in exploration time) 700 

improved predictions over Framing condition. Contrasting with relationships between encoding 701 

behavior and memory success, where more robust relationships were seen only under 702 

Promotion versus Prevention and surprise, some trait individual difference measures were 703 

stronger predictors of memory under Prevention and some under Promotion. Sources and 704 

interpretations of these trait effects are discussed below. 705 

 706 

Discussion 707 
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 Exploration is a plausible potential mechanism by which motivation can influence 708 

memory, but laboratory paradigms have been limited in their abilities to elicit and characterize 709 

exploratory behavior. Additionally, both exploration and memory formation may differ as a 710 

function of motivational context, in association with differential underlying neural circuitry. 711 

Reward or approach motivation has been observed to enhance dopaminergic midbrain activity 712 

and promote midbrain connectivity to hippocampus, enhancing exploratory behaviors (27,36) 713 

and contextual memory (31,33). In contrast, threat or avoidance motivation, has been observed 714 

to promote amygdala activity and connectivity to cortical medial temporal lobe regions (62), and 715 

to reduce exploratory behavior (38,39), enhancing item but not contextual memory, similar to 716 

patterns seen under negative affect (42,43). The present study compared profiles of volitional 717 

exploratory behavior under promotion and prevention motivation in a complex, real-life spatial 718 

environment, employing multiple memory measures characterizing both item and relational 719 

memory, to examine exploratory encoding behavior as a potential mechanism for motivated 720 

memory. Further, we explicitly examined the role of individual difference measures and their 721 

potential interactions with motivational context to predict encoding behavior and memory 722 

outcomes.  723 

The prediction that participants would show greater exploration and correspondingly 724 

enhanced contextual memory in the Promotion vs. Prevention condition was not fulfilled in the 725 

present data, at least in terms of exploration time and measures of recall and spatial memory. 726 

Rather, we observed that exploration time and engagement during encoding were more tightly 727 

correlated to subsequent memory in the Promotion condition, suggesting that the Prevention 728 

manipulation disrupted typical depth-of-encoding relationships. Additionally, surprise expressed 729 

in response to the motivational manipulation was negatively associated with subsequent spatial 730 

memory, specifically in the Promotion condition. Finally, individual differences in personality and 731 

attitude variables predicted exploration and memory outcomes; regression analysis indicated 732 

both main effects of individual differences, and interactions with motivational context, on these 733 
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outcome variables. These relationships, summarized in Fig 7, are examined in more detail 734 

below.  735 

 736 

Fig 7. Key relationships between individual differences, 737 

exploration/encoding-stage behaviors, and memory outcomes. 738 

Relationships are shown separately for Promotion and Prevention framing 739 

conditions, for summary-level and item-level analysis outcomes. Only 740 

significant relationships are shown, in red for positive associations and blue 741 

for negative associations. Thick lines signify relationships that were 742 

significant in both framing conditions but stronger in one condition versus the 743 

other.  744 

 745 

Group- and Item-Level Effects of Motivational Framing   746 

 Contrary to the hypothesis that exploration and memory would both be increased under 747 

Promotion vs. Prevention, and despite significant differences in facial affect expression during 748 

motivational induction between conditions, we did not find significant group-level effects of 749 

motivation condition, either on exploration time or on memory measures. Given the evidence 750 

that the groups’ overall motivation to explore the gallery was similar, we were able to further 751 

dissect relationships between motivation, spontaneous encoding behavior, and memory.  We 752 

observed significant correlations between overall exploration and memory outcomes under 753 

Promotion, but not Prevention, conditions. These relationships at the summary level were 754 

corroborated by findings from item-level analyses: longer engagement with a given art item was 755 

associated with successfully recalling that item and describing the item for a longer period of 756 

time; and these relationships were significantly stronger under Promotion vs. Prevention. Taken 757 

together, these findings suggest that under a Promotion or reward-motivation context, memory 758 
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outcomes are closely related to encoding behaviors, such as exploration. We expected this link 759 

between exploration and memory, given longstanding evidence that deeper encoding benefits 760 

memory performance (63); the weakening of this relationship in the Prevention condition 761 

suggests that the Prevention manipulation disrupted typical depth-of-encoding mechanisms in 762 

memory formation.  763 

Additionally, item-level analysis revealed that increasing item exploration time 764 

(engagement) was associated with the tendency to recall items more positively. This finding is in 765 

line with the well-established “mere exposure effect” (64), but this tendency was also stronger 766 

under Promotion vs. Prevention context. This is somewhat contradictory to prior literature 767 

suggesting that mere exposure effects might be amplified under negative affective contexts and 768 

reduced under positive affective contexts (65,66), but it is important to note that in these 769 

previous studies, participant stimulus exposure was tightly controlled and ability to volitionally 770 

engage or disengage was minimal. Under such circumstances, amplification of the mere 771 

exposure effect, and its association with negative affect, has been interpreted as an aversion to 772 

the new and unfamiliar (65); given the volitional nature of exploration in the present study, it 773 

seems unlikely that aversion to novelty would support the mere exposure effect here. Arguably, 774 

our participants may have spent more time exploring art items that they subsequently recalled 775 

positively because they liked them more, and not vice versa (as the mere exposure effect would 776 

suggest); given the correlative nature of the observed relationship, we cannot determine its 777 

directionality. While this has yet to be clarified, at present these findings can be interpreted as 778 

additional evidence that under Promotion (vs. Prevention) context, memory outcomes were 779 

more closely related to encoding-stage behaviors.   780 

These results also suggest that effects of motivational context may be relatively subtle 781 

when motivation is manipulated indirectly (as opposed to manipulation via the use of direct 782 

incentivization) and when behavior is characterized in naturalistic environments enabling 783 

relatively freeform action. Nevertheless, we observed a novel effect of motivational valence: 784 
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exploration behavior and subsequent memory outcome appeared to be more tightly linked 785 

under Promotion vs. Prevention motivation. This stronger correlation suggests that exploratory 786 

or encoding-stage mechanisms might be relatively more important in a Promotion or reward-787 

based motivational context; it is also possible that memories encoded during Prevention 788 

motivation may be constrained by consolidation or retrieval-stage mechanisms, limiting the 789 

impact of encoding behaviors. Much of the human research on motivated memory has 790 

investigated brain activation or behavior at the encoding stage, but recent work has 791 

demonstrated reward motivation effects on memory post-learning (67,68) as well as 792 

demonstrating effects of threat on retroactive memory consolidation (69).  At present, to our 793 

knowledge, no systematic comparison of the relative contributions of encoding vs. post-794 

encoding processes to memory, as a function of motivational valence, exists. Such a 795 

comparison could potentially help inform the differential relationships between exploration and 796 

memory outcome observed as a function of valence in the present study.  797 

 798 

Stronger Influence of Surprise on Memory in Promotion 799 

Condition Parallels Our Previous Arousal Findings 800 

 Facial expressions during statement reading and subsequent behavior varied with 801 

framing condition. Participants expressed more surprise under Prevention than Promotion. 802 

Further, surprise was negatively associated with spatial memory in both conditions, but this 803 

relationship was stronger in the Promotion condition. Given that surprise is associated with 804 

heightened arousal, relative to a neutral emotion state (70), the inverse association between 805 

surprise and spatial memory can potentially be liked to prior findings from our laboratory (11), 806 

where high arousal predicted poorer spatial memory, specifically under reward. Effects of 807 

surprise on memory encoding have been mixed in the literature: surprising events can disrupt 808 

cognitive processing (71,72), but may also signify potential reward predictors during goal 809 
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pursuit; enhanced memory has been observed for task-incidental, surprising stimuli 810 

encountered during reward anticipation (73). In the present results, surprise appeared to have 811 

an impairing effect: memory for the exhibit space was impaired, and no enhancement in 812 

memory was observed for the exhibit statement itself, as a function of surprise. Only a minority 813 

of subjects mentioned the statement during recall (34 of 91 subjects with usable free recall 814 

data); but given that the exhibit statement was not obviously an art piece in the exhibit, it is 815 

possible that it was not considered test memoranda. A forced-response recognition memory 816 

paradigm, would have allowed direct evaluation of memory for the statement itself. Although 817 

memory for the surprising statement itself was not definitively assessed, these results add to a 818 

mixed literature regarding surprise effects on memory, indicating that surprise may disrupt 819 

memory for subsequent events. 820 

 821 

Individual Differences and Motivational Framing Interact to 822 

Predict Memory but not Exploration Time 823 

 Regression analyses examining the role of individual differences and their interactions 824 

with framing indicated both shared and distinct influences on behavior across motivational 825 

conditions. Importantly, individual differences in exploration time predicted hippocampally-826 

dependent context memory measures (free recall time and spatial memory) but not item 827 

memory. 828 

 NEO-Neuroticism and BAS negatively predicted exploration time; these effects did not 829 

significantly interact with motivation condition. Less exploration with higher neuroticism was 830 

expected, given its associations with negative affect (74), increased volume in threat-related 831 

brain regions (75), and inhibitory effects of threat and anxiety on reward-seeking behavior (76). 832 

In contrast, BAS as a negative predictor of exploration was unexpected, given prior associations 833 

between reward-seeking and exploratory behavior. However, BAS includes general tendencies 834 
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towards goal pursuit (58) and, given experimental demand, this tendency could have led to 835 

more directed, rapid movement through the exhibit space, potentially reducing exploration time 836 

instead of increasing it. A significant negative correlation between BAS and item/wander time in 837 

the Promotion condition is in line with this interpretation, but given that BAS did not remain a 838 

significant predictor of item/wander time in regression analysis, this account remains tentative.  839 

For all three measures of memory evaluated (item recall success, free recall time, and 840 

spatial memory accuracy), models examining the predictive role of trait individual differences 841 

were improved by the addition of a second step in the model, adding exploration time and 842 

interactions with framing as predictors. The significance of individual predictors, however, varied 843 

depending on the memory outcome. Neuroticism negatively predicted item memory: this is 844 

consistent with prior evidence linking high neuroticism to poorer semantic memory (77), possibly 845 

because of tendencies towards anxiety and decreased cognitive efficiency in highly neurotic 846 

individuals (78). It is also notable that in these analyses, total exploration time was a significant 847 

predictor of free recall time and spatial memory, which are relatively dependent on hippocampus 848 

function, but not item memory, which is less reliant on the hippocampus. The results of these 849 

models thus suggest that hippocampally-dependent forms of memory might also be more 850 

closely related to exploration than item memory. This is consistent with prior evidence that 851 

exploration might promote memory via hippocampus-centric mechanisms (1). 852 

Individual differences interacted with framing condition to predict time in free recall. This 853 

analysis was best fit as a two-step model, including both main effect and interaction terms. In 854 

this model, Exploration Time and Openness positively predicted free recall time across both 855 

Promotion and Prevention conditions; a significant Openness x Framing interaction further 856 

indicated that this relationship was stronger under Prevention. These results are consistent with 857 

prior research linking Openness to cognitive exploration and general mental ability (79,80) and 858 

DA system functioning (81); additionally, as a proposed marker of resilience under adversity 859 

(82), Openness might especially benefit learning under Prevention framing.  860 
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Additionally, positive attitudes towards environmental preservation (as indexed by the 861 

EAI-Preservation subscale) predicted free recall time in the Promotion but not Prevention 862 

condition. While, to our knowledge, attitudes towards social issues have not previously been 863 

examined as predictors of regulatory fit, our findings are in line with prior research suggesting 864 

that framing manipulations can shape processing of environment- or sustainability-related 865 

information. Gain framing, compared to loss, has been associated with greater endorsement of 866 

climate change mitigation (55) and greater perceived environmental self-competence, 867 

engagement, and behavioral intention (83). In contrast, loss framing has been linked to superior 868 

memory recall of climate change-related information (55), which authors interpreted as evidence 869 

of more analytical processing under negative affect. While this finding is inconsistent predictions 870 

of the present study, item and context memory were not separated, prohibiting direct 871 

comparison. Finally, the fact that free recall time scaled with EAI-Preservation is consistent with 872 

prior findings that people are more likely to engage with learned environmental information from 873 

a trusted source (53); high EAI-Preservation individuals may have been more likely to trust the 874 

information in our experiment (ostensibly presented by Duke University’s Nicholas School of the 875 

Environment) and thus more inclined to engage with and encode that information. Thus, our 876 

EAI-Preservation x Framing interaction dovetails with prior findings in the environmental 877 

communications literature, but also suggests more broadly that communication outcomes might 878 

depend on the way that information is provided and memory is assessed. In contrast to item 879 

memory for facts (which might benefit from loss framing, as suggested by (55)), our results 880 

suggest that memory for more elaborative or complex environmental information may benefit 881 

from Promotion motivation or gain framing, especially if individuals are positively inclined 882 

towards environmentalism to begin with. Finally, spatial memory was positively predicted by 883 

both Exploration Time and BIS, qualified by a significant BIS x Framing interaction indicating 884 

that BIS effects were stronger in the Prevention condition. This significant interaction might 885 
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reflect a regulatory fit effect, consistent with prior evidence of enhanced cognitive performance 886 

under state-trait congruency (51). 887 

Importantly, Neuroticism and BIS had differing effects on memory. Despite their 888 

conceptual overlap as measures of negative affect and punishment sensitivity, Neuroticism was 889 

inversely associated with item memory, while BIS was positively associated with spatial 890 

memory, particularly in the Prevention condition. While both Neuroticism and BIS have been 891 

associated with negative affect, the constructs are distinct (84). As a tendency towards goal 892 

pursuit, BIS may have promoted goal-relevant processing and enhanced exhibit memory, 893 

particularly under Prevention framing: i.e., reflecting a regulatory fit effect. In contrast, 894 

Neuroticism might have been associated with goal-irrelevant negative affect and memory 895 

impairment. Such differences would be consistent with data indicating the importance of goal 896 

relevance in determining the influence of affect on memory outcomes (85). 897 

(Note: To investigate for potential affective mechanisms underlying the diverging 898 

influences of Neuroticism and BIS on memory, we conducted exploratory analyses relating 899 

individual differences in these traits to expressed surprise during statement reading. 900 

Neuroticism and expressed surprise were positively associated under Promotion (no 901 

relationship under Prevention); given the inverse relationship between surprise and subsequent 902 

spatial memory, these findings support the idea that high Neuroticism could have led to goal-903 

irrelevant negative affect, expressed as surprise, that disrupted memory. In contrast, 904 

relationships between BIS and expressed surprise were negative in both conditions. These 905 

results, shown in S1 Figure in the Supporting Information, did not reach statistical significance 906 

so interpretation remains speculative on our part, but hint at relationships between trait 907 

measures, affect, and cognitive outcomes to be explored further in future research.)  908 

 909 

Implications for Environmental Communication 910 
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 The present study offered a unique opportunity to characterize motivated engagement 911 

with and memory for sustainability-relevant information, with important implications for the 912 

environmental communications literature. Climate change and environmental crisis are 913 

important but complex, highly uncertain issues: communicating relevant information accurately 914 

and in a way that encourages prosocial behavior is an important public concern. Many studies 915 

examining framing effects in the environmental communications literature use reported attitudes 916 

as outcome, while a more limited number have examined cognitive outcomes such as memory 917 

for environmental information (55). Our results demonstrate that individual differences and 918 

motivational context can influence how people engage with and remember environmental 919 

information. Further, our results suggest that these factors might differentially influence item and 920 

context memory. To our knowledge, memory for item versus context information has not been 921 

clearly differentiated in the communications literature (environmental communication, health 922 

communication, or otherwise). Given cognitive neuroscience evidence of hippocampal 923 

involvement in concept learning and decision-making (86–88), it may be useful to compare 924 

whether promoting hippocampally-dependent context memory (as opposed to item memory) for 925 

information could lead to improved decision outcomes in applied communications settings. It is 926 

possible that distinguishing between item and contextual memory may refine and improve 927 

applied communications efforts and dissemination of information, advancing public 928 

understanding of complex issues such as sustainability science.  929 

 930 

Experimental Limitations, Unresolved Questions, and New 931 

Hypotheses 932 

 The present study sought to characterize relationships between motivation, exploration, 933 

and memory in a complex, real-life setting that demanded more consideration of individual 934 

differences, but they were not the primary focus of the study. Our study sample is adequate for 935 
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our primary hypotheses, but follow-up work will enable evaluation of the replicability and 936 

generalizability of our individual difference results.  937 

 Our data reveal an inverse relationship between surprise and spatial memory, which was 938 

stronger under Promotion. While this relationship is consistent with our prior work demonstrating 939 

an inverse correlation between arousal and spatial memory (11), it is important to note that no 940 

ongoing measure of physiological arousal was collected in the present study. Follow-up studies 941 

could confirm this interpretation using online measures of arousal – for example, ambulatory 942 

monitors to track heart rate (89), and mobile eyetracking to index pupil dilation (90,91), as 943 

potential measures of physiological arousal during exploration. 944 

 While we were able to characterize motivated exploration and memory behaviors in a 945 

real-life spatial context, some environmental constraints limited our data analyses. For example, 946 

while it would have been interesting to examine the rate at which participants approached and 947 

withdrew from art items, participants often withdrew from one item and approached another in a 948 

single movement. However, given that other studies have meaningfully characterized human 949 

locomotion in relation to exploration and dopaminergic function in a real-life environment 950 

(30,92), future studies would benefit from use of a stimulus environment that enables more 951 

nuanced characterization of such approach and withdrawal behaviors. 952 

Follow-up investigations could incorporate additional outcome measures that would help 953 

clarify observations from the present data. First, engagement with the individual art items was 954 

associated with subsequent emotional valence in recall. However, no direct ratings of each art 955 

item were solicited from participants. Second, our study design evaluated memory at a 24-hour 956 

interval; immediate memory was not assessed to avoid influencing the visit duration. Thus we 957 

were not able to distinguish attentional mechanisms at encoding from post-encoding 958 

consolidation processes (67,93,94). Given that our data suggest a tighter link between 959 

encoding-stage exploration behaviors and subsequent memory in the Promotion condition, 960 

examining both immediate and delayed memory could help disentangle relative contributions of 961 
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encoding versus post-encoding mechanisms to memory performance as a function of 962 

motivational context.  963 

Finally, it is important to note that an extensive literature has characterized sex 964 

differences in spatial navigation and memory performance, with males generally outperforming 965 

females on wayfinding and spatial memory tasks (95–98),potentially due to greater acute stress 966 

responses during spatial task performance in females (99). Analyses examining our outcome 967 

measures as a main effect of gender are available in S7 Table in the Supporting Information; no 968 

significant differences were observed. Given the present study’s focus and the lack of a 969 

significant main effect of gender on any of our outcome measures, we elected not to conduct an 970 

in-depth examination of the potential influence of gender on performance. However, this 971 

remains an important direction to be fully investigated in future research.  972 

Our findings generate exciting new hypotheses to be explored in future work. Notably, 973 

the observation that the relationship between exploration behavior at encoding and subsequent 974 

memory outcome was disrupted under Prevention framing suggests that encoding-stage 975 

mechanisms would be relatively more important under Promotion or appetitive motivation, while 976 

memory under Prevention or avoidance motivation contexts would depend relatively more on 977 

post-encoding consolidation or retrieval-stage mechanisms. Our results also suggest that 978 

motivational state-trait congruency might facilitate memory formation. While similar results have 979 

been demonstrated in an academic setting using a regulatory fit manipulation (51), potential 980 

interactions of state and trait variables have not been well-characterized in the motivated 981 

memory literature, and the neural mechanisms underlying such effects remain to be delineated. 982 

 983 

Conclusions 984 

 The present study provided a novel investigation into motivated exploration and memory 985 

for a real-life, naturalistic environment. We observed that motivational framing did not affect 986 
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overall motivation to remain in the novel spatial context, but instead altered the relationship 987 

between encoding behavior and memory outcomes. Although increased exploratory behavior is 988 

one mechanism of improved subsequent memory performance linked to hippocampal function 989 

(1,3,6), the current findings suggest that motivational contexts elicit mechanisms that constrain 990 

memory performance independently of effects on exploration or encoding, at least in terms of 991 

exploration time. Additionally, individual differences in personality, attitudes, and affective 992 

response interacted with motivational context to improve predictions of behavior. Given our 993 

stimuli, these findings also help characterize predictors of motivated engagement with and 994 

memory for sustainability-related information. By providing a characterization of multiple, 995 

interactive influences on memory in a naturalistic environment, the present data offer additional 996 

insights into mechanisms for further investigation and an account that more closely parallels 997 

how motivated memory unfolds during daily life in a complex world. 998 
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